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Chairman's Chat
I can't believe how fast time is flying by. When we got back from skiing I was hoping to fit
electric power steering and rear disc brakes on the MG, I got the car into the garage, bought
some brake calipers and took the steering column out, but then we (I) started a DIY job on our
bedroom. Karen has wanted on ensuite for some time and I finally worked out a way to
remove one built in wardrobe and rebuild it in front of another, giving us enough space to
construct the ensuite. So now around six weeks later the ensuite is about 75% complete and
coming up to the club's bank holiday weekend trip to the Lakes, the car is still in bits, so I
thought I'd best put it back together and see if it will run.
Well I got all of the bits back in but the car wouldn't start (the battery was knackered), so last
minute rush to the auto factors, replaced the battery, cleaned all of the connectors and it
works, but as yet I have not had chance to give it a road test. In the middle of all this I also had
to sort out the routes and road books for the Lakes weekend which consists of four trips
totalling some 400 miles worth of instructions. This is normally done with the help of Bill
Ryding but unfortunately he had to rush back to Spain.
Just after I had written last month's “Chairman's Chat” I found out that although Bill Ryding
had just got back from Spain, he had to rush back just a few days later. Lillian had taken up the
invitation to play golf back in Spain, but as she was getting out of the taxi at their apartment
she was hit by a motorcyclist, knocking her some distance down the road resulting in injuries to
hip, ribs and wrist, along with all of the bruising and shock. So Bill got the next available flight
back to Spain to be with Lillian.
I rang Bill at the weekend and Lillian is on the mend. She is now out of hospital and back at
the apartment, but still needs to visit the hospital every other day for treatment. She is not
allowed to put any weight on her hip and the wrist injury is in some sort of adjustable brace
pinned to bones in arm and finger. If the next set of x-rays show the kind of progress they are
looking for they should be able to return to the UK in early June.
I am sure that you would all like to join me in wishing Lillian a speedy recovery.
My thanks to Kevin who readily agreed to step in for me to arrange the mid month Thursday
evening run. I have not had chance to catch up on the evening yet but all I am sure will be
revealed on the weekend away.
Anyway time to finish this article and get back to the road books for the weekend away. Now
looking forward to hopefully a successful road test of the MG and good weather for both the
bank holiday and SYCO night.

Tony
PS. Just tried to start the MG and I now seem to have a fault on the starter circuit, so far it
looks like the starter relay. I'll keep my fingers crossed.

Secretary's Scribbles

Now - May and June see the start of a busy round
of events for the club, even if you're not going on
the weekend trip to Cockermouth, we have stacks
of stuff coming up:-

be a cheese and wine evening. We've arranged for
a wine importer to bring us a selection of fine
wines and cheeses, I have been to one of this
man's evening's before and believe me you will
have a good time. The cost will be £5.00 per
head, but we will need to know numbers
beforehand for obvious reasons. A tear off slip is
attached within the newsletter. If you plan on
coming, please return the confirmation slip with
your £5.00's to any member of the committee.

Tuesday 27th May - SYCO night 8:00pm Welcome
Tavern. Recent winners of this have included Don
Dixon (rumours still persist that he bribed the
landlady), and Roy Clapham - no disputing that he
was a worthy winner. However, this year I suspect
that Bill Bradshaw will give them both a run for
their money with his recently restored MGA. (Good
job one car can only win this once - ed)

Next - we are hoping to have a selection of
photographs of club events/cars at the Christmas
meal. If we get enough digital pictures, we can set
these to music on a laptop. So if any club
members have any digital photos of past events, if
you could either put them on a disc or e-mail them
to me. We will probably need at least 150 pictures
in order to set them to music.

Sunday 8th June, Bob and Carole have once again
organised the now annual Hellifield Run - approx
60 miles. Starting at 10:00am at Hellifield House,
see the attached flyer in the newsletter for details.

And finally……..
I usually try and include something a little bit
daft/funny at this point of my ramblings, but I've
recently had some very sad news and I wanted to
mention a pal of mine - George. I was first
introduced to him when he was just 4 weeks old,
and 5 weeks later Rosie and I called to collect him,
the newest addition to our family, a brindle
coloured Boxer puppy. We should have known
when he was sick all over Rosie as we drove him
home that he was going to become a larger than
life character within our family.

I want to start off this month by saying what a
fantastic turnout we had for the St Georges Day
Run, 19 cars, it was just a pity that we didn't have
better weather to admire some of the fabulous
views that the Trough has to offer.

Thursday 12th June, Roger's Run, the annual run
from Much Hoole to Southport. Meeting at La
Mancha Ristorante A59 Much Hoole at 7:15. You
might not want to have too much tea, as we will
be grabbing something to eat at the finish.
Both of the above events are great runs, if you
can't manage to get to them both, please try and
get to one of them. These sort of events don't just
happen, I'm sure that everyone appreciates that a
60 mile run takes an awful lot of time and effort to
organise, so if you've nothing already planned,
please come down and support these runs, there's
nothing worse than spending a lot of time
organising something like this only for a handful of
members to turn up.
Sunday 22nd June - Northwest Motor Show at
Southport Victoria Park. I've never been to this
event before, but by all accounts this is one show
which is really worth visiting - and it's reasonably
local. If you're interested in joining a few of the
club members and driving down as a group, we
are meeting at the Indian Restaurant in Tarleton at
9:30 (nr the old Puppy Farm by Tarleton traffic
lights).
Tuesday 24th June - Treasure Hunt, meeting at
Welcome Tavern at 7:30. I can safely say without
fear of exaggeration that Andy is positively lukewarm
about the idea of arranging this year's event.
Friday 29th August - One for your diaries, Cheese
and Wine evening. As you may have read in last
month's newsletter, if we can get enough members
interested we are planning the August meeting to

George (or “Big Fella” as I usually referred to him )
lived life to the full and loved being around
people. His favourite things (after food obviously) were water, sticks, balloons and mud,
not necessarily in that order.
In the evenings when I was rebuilding the MGA,
we would spend hours together in the garage,
until Rosie would come rapping on the garage
door shouting “have you got any idea what time it
is”. Whenever I put any tools on the floor,
George would pick them up and hide them. I
remember getting the leather seats recovered (they
cost a fortune), only to find George curled up fast
asleep on them in the car.
He was a majestic animal, nearly 80lbs of quivering
muscle wrapped up in a brindle coloured silk coat.
He had a huge deep barrel chest, was strong as an
ox and daft as a brush. I'm not sure that he ever
really grew out of that boisterous puppy stage - a
typical trait of all boxers. His enthusiasm for life
was infectious, he put so much energy into every
day that every night he would keep us both awake
with his snoring.
Whenever we were at home George was like a
shadow, he was terrified of missing out on

Secretary’s Scribbles cont...
anything that might be going on. I lost count of
the number of times I almost took his nose off
with my spade while gardening.
He was an absolute character, he once managed to
find a Thornton's chocolate Orang-utan that Rosie
had bought me for valentines day. I was oblivious
to the fact that she'd hidden it at the back of the
cupboard in the bedroom. It didn't take George
long to suss out what she'd done. While I was
busy decorating downstairs, he'd snook up into the
bedroom, opened the cupboard doors, unwrapped
the Thornton's presentation box and finished it off
without me even noticing that he'd gone.
Every night he would sleep outside our bedroom
door, temperament wise, he was pretty much
fearless and very self assured. However, on one
occasion, he woke us both up at about 2:00am. He
was clearly very agitated, and was barking
incessantly which was not like him at all. Rosie
turned to me and said. .....“maybe he's heard
somebody in the house, you'd better get up and
have a look.....”. Great I thought (still being half
asleep), I reluctantly pulled on my dressing gown
and walked onto the landing. I'd never seen George
so worked up, I turned the light on and said to him
.......“go on then, go and see who's there” as I tried
to coax him downstairs. Well he looked at me as if I
was stupid, there was no way he was going to go
down there on his own. So it was left to me, I
nervously walked down, half expecting to see
someone in my house in the middle of the night.
As I reached the bottom of the stairs, I turned and
looked back up at George, I could just see his nose
peering from round the back of the bedroom door to this day I don't know what he'd heard, maybe it
was someone in the garden, who knows.
George was a big dog, even for a Boxer, and in
some ways he was a bundle of contradictions. He
didn't always get on very well with other dogs, and
could often be alarmingly aggressive with them.
As a guard dog, he was absolutely useless probably the world's worst. He adored being with
people, if anyone had managed to break into our
house, George would have showed them around.
As big as he was, he was as soft as you like. He
hated being on his own, if you walked from one
room to another, George would follow.
One of his most endearing features (not), was his
slaver; tempt him with a piece of food and you
may as well turn on a tap. George left his mark at
doggy head height on each and every one of our
door jams, a slimey, mucky mess that had to be
wiped off on a daily basis.
He managed to perfect the art of catching your
clothes with his mouth just as you were about to

leave the house to go to work, leaving a horrible
slimey stain every time.
He was always so excited to see you whenever you
walked in, and if he saw us packing any bags, he
would eagerly jump in the back of the Landrover
hours before we were due to leave, for fear of
being left.
He loved being outside and adored swimming,
although in recent years, George started to suffer
increasingly from arthritis. His hearing started to
deteriorate to the extent that for the last 2 yrs he
was stone deaf and unfortunately he also started
to develop cataracts in his eyes. Add to that the
fact that he needed to have most of his teeth
removed, and you can probably see how in later
life he ended up costing us a small fortune, but I
don't resent a penny of it.
In the last couple of years he slowed down
noticeably and his favourite thing became sleeping.
Walking became an increasing struggle for him, to
the point that in the final few weeks whenever he
needed to go out I had to carry him to the lawn.
Yesterday, I found him unable to standup and at
that point I knew it was time. George was nearly
14.
I'm sad to say that earlier today, I took him to the
vet for the last time. It was the saddest thing that
I've ever had to do. He was very brave…….. the
vet asked us what we wanted to do with George,
and I told her her that I was taking him home.
Rosie and I buried him this evening under the oak
tree at the bottom of the garden.
Do I miss him, .......
only every single day.

Kevin

Editorial
Having looked through the articles for this month, nobody seems to have mentioned our club
outing to the Cholmondeley Castle classic car show, so I thought that I'd better come clean and
write a little about our adventures on the way home.
We had eight cars at the event, and had a brilliant day in warm sunshine in good company.
Janet and I gave the MGA its first outing, and it went superbly all the way there until we got to
the showground when the engine died. With Andy's help we got it started again, and left at
about 4.30.
However. after a few miles my engine expired again and we coasted into a side road, soon to be
joined by Godfrey and Ann Dennis who had spotted Janet on the main road waiting for Andy to
come along. We were soon joined by the aforementioned gent and Carole, plus Graham and
Julie Lockwood, but as my battery was now inexplicably dead, and without jump leads, there
was little to be done except contact the RAC. Graham had kindly offered to go home and come
back with a trailer, but we decided to try the RAC first, and the group went off home whilst we
waited, and waited, and waited, until 2 hours later a RAC patrolman turned up.
After an hours fiddling about, and replacing the coil with a second hand one, we did get the
engine running very roughly, and attempted to continue with the RAC following close behind.
A few miles later, we had to stop again, luckily within limpable range of a country pub. The
RAC man offered us the opportunity of having us trailered home for a sizeable fee, which we
agreed and paid up. We were promised that they would be there within the hour, so we retired
into the welcoming arms of the hostelry. Two hours and several pints later (11 pm), I phoned
the RAC, who advised that my credit card payment had been successfully debited but they'd
failed to contact the rescue service!!! The rescue vehicle eventually turned up at midnight, and
got us home at 1 am Monday. I sent them a very stiff letter (on cardboard) on Monday.
On Andy's recommendation, I have replaced my petrol pump with a new positive earth one,
and the coil, and it now seems OK, though the coil gets very hot. He and I went over the
electrics on Wednesday and could find nothing amiss, though we suspect that the coil was the
source of the problem. We have no idea why the battery went flat, except that maybe the coil
melted inside and shorted out the electrics - hopefully just a duff coil.
Regretfully, I'm not sufficiently confident in taking it to Cockermoth next weekend, so we've
decided to take the Midget.
Bloody MG's - I should have stuck to Nortons.

Bill B

Drive-It Day 2008
The really good weather arrived just 24 hours late for this year's 'Drive-It Day' (Sunday 20 April),
but that didn't stop 19 enthusiastic 'crews' from assembling at the Myerscough pub on the A59
for what was the first 'proper' Club run of the year. It wasn't really 'topless' weather but Mike
and Jo Newton bravely 'flew the flag' (literally) by arriving at the start with their roof down and
then displaying a large Cross of St George flag across the bonnet of their MGC whilst they went
into the (early opening) pub to get warm.
Trade for pre-Run coffee at the Myerscough was brisk before the first of the cars departed at
about 9:45.
Kevin and Rosie Doran had obviously listened to those who ventured out on the 'Cold Turkey
Run' by plotting a route of just less than 60 miles, which found the best of what the Forest of
Bowland had to offer before finishing, once again, with lunch just outside Clitheroe.
The route took us out along the A59 in the direction of Skipton, past Bay Horse Garage in
Osbaldeston (proudly displaying its new MG signs, but without any new MGs to sell), before
picking up the B6245 and heading out into the country towards Ribchester and Longridge.
North of Longridge, Kevin threaded us north and west through Whitewell, Chipping and
Oakenclough before turning south(ish) through the Trough, on past Dunsop Bridge and north
again through Slaidburn before heading south(ish) once more towards our final destination
and lunch at the Waddington Arms (in Waddington). The route was excellent - even if the
occasional drizzle and mist knocked out some of the long distance views - and few would
believe that for the majority of the run, we were only a stone's throw east of the M6. By the
time the rain arrived, we were all on our way home and it was too late to spoil the
proceedings.
Clearly, Drive-it Day was well supported. A local Triumph owners club was meeting at the
Myerscough as we drove past on our way home and throughout the run, several other groups
of 'old' cars (including a large American car of indeterminate make) were encountered, many
flying flags bearing the Cross of St George, but mostly just being driven. There was a general
feeling of 'bonhomie' throughout the day with waves exchanged between drivers - irrespective
of the type of old car they were driving.
Once again, Kevin and Rosie did us proud; and to those who were unable to join in, “You
missed a great run!”

Roger Schofield

'Tin snips' - from Roger Schofield
Magnettes to come good?

The MG SV is back!!!

Classic and Sports Car Magazine reports that a
recent spate of postings seems to indicate that
the 2007 seat belt legislation in the UK is
going to impact heavily on MGB GT ownership.
Allegedly, the 'poor man's' Aston has always
suffered ridicule for its token rear seat, and
those who have previously gone to great
lengths to fit harness and seatbelt
arrangements to allow them to carry children
are finally throwing in the towel. It further
reports that “…leg and headroom was
criminally limited before, but with the new
requirements to sit shorter children up to the
age of 12 on a booster cushion, it is now
impossible to accommodate sprogs - which
means that the MGB GT now has very little
practical worth as even occasional practical
family transport.” (Yeah, right!!!)

MG is back - with a Midland car veteran
beating SIAC/NAC in the race to relaunch the
world-famous sports car.

In looking at alternatives offered by the
marque, Classic and Sports Car Magazine
suggests that, with the same B-series tuning
capabilities, four doors and proper rear seats,
Magnette ZA prices are finally going to start
creeping up. They might be right; the
Magnette has a lot in its favour. The only
thing it is lacking is the 'drop dead gorgeous'
lines of the BGT!!!
Sorry - can't talk now; I'm being booked!
New figures show that Merseyside Police force
are leading the way in cracking down hard on
motorists who risk lives by talking on handheld mobile phones whilst driving. The force
caught (and handed out £30 on-the-spot fines
to) 8,800 drivers in 2006 - a staggering 54.8%
increase on the previous year, which far
outstretched the 30.1% hike in fines handed
out across England and Wales which rose from
126,768 to 164,910.

Exactly three years to the day after Longbridge
went bust, MG cars are being made again in
the Midlands in the shape of the luxury XPower model; (an SV in everything but name).
The Worcestershire-based William Riley, of the
famous Riley motoring dynasty, has launched
'MG Sports and Racing Europe Ltd' from a 2_
acre factory site in Eardiston, nr Tenbury Wells.
The £2 million venture has already created 17
jobs including a handful of positions for
former MG-Rover workers, with the factory
producing six high-powered MG X-Power WR
cars per month.
The supercharged MG, a direct descendent of
Longbridge's most expensive model, sells for
between £75,000 and £90,000. Seven have
already been sold and the fledgling firm has
35 more advance orders in the bag!
Mr Riley, a lifelong car enthusiast said: “We
bought the badge rights for the MG X-Power
from Administrators PricewaterhouseCoopers;
it has been a lot of hard work but it's going
well and we are keeping the MG brand alive.”
Eventually, Mr Riley plans to launch a purposebuilt 100,000 sq ft factory within the M5
corridor, employing between 150 and 200
people.
Volvo 'Alcoguard'

This means that nearly 38 motorists were fined
every day somewhere in the region, as police
try to make using a hand-held mobile phone
as un-acceptable as drink-driving. And many
police forces now routinely check mobile
phone records after accidents to see if the
driver was making a call at the time which may
have resulted in a loss of concentration.

Volvo is aiming to tackle drink-driving by being
the first vehicle manufacturer to introduce a
fully- integrated alcolock - a built-in system to
prevent someone driving whilst under the
influence of alcohol. Its 'Alcoguard' system,
which goes on sale this year, uses a wireless
handset to analyse the driver's breath. If it
detects the presence of alcohol over the
permitted limit, the engine will not start. At
lower levers, the engine will start but the
driver is advised not to drive.

The Department for Transport (DfT) claims that
talking on the phone whilst driving slows
reaction times down so much that a driver is
four times more likely to have a crash!

Presumably, determined drink-drivers will
ensure that they also have a non-Volvo in the
family fleet to ensure that they can still nip out
for a swift one and not risk being stranded!

Hopes rise over Longbridge production

Land-Rover / Jaguar goes East

Fresh hopes have emerged that car production
at Longbridge has a future after all. SIAC
which took over NAC at the end of last year,
has announced that production of the MG TF
will be re-launched in July and on sale in
August - 11 months later than originally
planned.

The sale of Land Rover and Jaguar by Ford to
Tata for $3.2 billion is being viewed by many in
the industry as a positive development providing production remains in the UK.

SIAC used the launch of the prestigious 'Auto
China 2008' exhibition in Beijing to announce
that it would resume TF production in China at
the end of April and follow it up some 3
months later in Longbridge.
Uninsured vehicles could be seized
Motorists who fail to keep their car insured
could have it seized from outside their homes
and confiscated, under new powers coming
into force in April 2009.
The measures are deemed necessary to combat
the rise in uninsured drivers - around 2 million
in total - who add an extra £30 a year to the
insurance premiums of law-abiding motorists.
Men are the worst offenders
Latest figures for motoring offences in the UK
show that almost all convictions for the two
most serious ('causing death by dangerous
driving' & 'dangerous driving') are against male
drivers.
Over 60 times more men than women were
convicted of these offences with male drivers
aged 17-20 responsible for 32% of the
convictions, despite representing only 3% of
the driving population.

One Jaguar dealer, who asked not to be
named, even thought that Tata could speed up
decision-making. Further, he said that with
over 1 million people of Indian descent living
in the UK, Tata's ownership could also lead to
Jaguar becoming more popular with the UK's
large Indian community.
A spokesman for Jaguar and Land Rover said:
“Tata has made it clear the way they work.
They like to go into companies, retain the
managers and let them run the business”.
(Fewer than 50 people at Jaguar and Land
Rover will be retained by Ford when Tata takes
over.)
Changes to Congestion Charging criticised
The Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders has hit out at plans to base central
London charges on carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions.
It says that this will not cut CO2 or congestion
significantly and will only deliver CO2 savings
of just 8100 tonnes - less than 0.1% of the
total ground-based emissions in the capital.
More 'Core Business'
Insurance giant Aviva is following in Ford's tyre
tracks by selling off major chunks of its
business so that it can concentrate on its 'core
business'.

Toyota's growing ambitions
Toyota has growing ambitions for its hybrid
engine technology. The company has already
sold more than 1 million hybrid vehicles, which
includes the Toyota Prius, and aims to increase
this to 1 million a year by 2010.
Next on the agenda is the 'plug-in' hybrid that
can be recharged from a household socket so
it operates mainly as an electric vehicle, using
the petrol engine only for back-up.

In the case of Aviva, the UK's biggest insurer,
this means selling BSM (Britain's largest driving
school), Auto Windscreens and car-history firm
HPI. All three businesses were acquired by
Aviva in 2005. The sale is expected to
generate up to £500 million for Aviva.
Quite what Aviva means by 'core business' is not
clear given that it also owns Norwich Union and
RAC and there are no (known) plans to sell RAC,
although they will be “scrapping” the Norwich
Union brand during the next two years.
It will be interesting to see who ends up
owning the British School of Motoring!

Roger’s Rant re-visited
Roger's Rant (January '08 Newsletter) reported on the Institute of Advanced Motorists' (IAM)
report “Rural Roads - the biggest killer” which sought to blame lack of signage, deep ditches,
inappropriately high speed limits, lack of street lights and even the proximity of trees to the
carriageway as being reasons why there were so many fatal accidents on our rural roads. You
may recall that I disagreed with their view.
Well, I wasn't alone. Like Gordon Brown in the recent round of local elections, the IAM
suffered a serious mauling - in the IAM's case, from the huge number of motorists who
disagreed with their conclusions and, as one, asked why the IAM continued to blame the roads
rather than the drivers for the crashes. (See also ”Men are the worst offenders” in this month's
'Tin Snips'.)
However, the IAM remains resolute that whilst drivers have their part to play, there is no excuse
for not 'engineering out' defects which have the potential to cause harm. The IAM goes on to
say:
“People have been dying regularly on certain stretches of rural road in Britain for years - often
for want of simple road engineering measures, such as fences, barriers and paint. A factory
employer who claimed there was '…no such thing as a dangerous machine, only careless
employees…' would, rightly face a prison sentence if employees were killed or maimed in a
preventable accident. And few people are more thoroughly trained than airline pilots, yet a
host of back-up safety systems are in place to deal with human error. Yet most of us, even
advanced drivers make occasional mistakes and death or serious injury is a harsh penalty.”
Whilst I have some sympathy with what is being said, I believe: (a) that blame and
responsibility should be properly apportioned; and (b) there is a balance to be found between
“reasonableness” and 'wrapping the world in cotton wool' so as to eliminate even the slightest
chance of a mishap. I also think that the IAM is carefully mixing their analogies to support
their view. Illustratively, yes there are back-up systems on aeroplanes to support pilots, but
trained airline pilots are nothing like the 17-20 year old males who are responsible for 32% of
the most serious motoring offences. Equally, there is a chance (however slight) that an
aeroplane will fall out of the sky, so why don't we ban all flights over land where there might
be people - just in case? Answer - because it would be unreasonable.
I have read nothing from the IAM in defence of their view which changes my mind. And if the
IAM's opinion regarding 'engineering out' the defect is the best way forward, then in the first
instance, perhaps we should 'engineer out' the primary hazard to the largest number of people
- the young inexperienced motorist. Take them off the rural roads - for their own safety, of
course, - and not only will we be protecting them from harming themselves, but we will be
stopping them from harming the rest of us, and that will leave the sensible amongst us free
and safe to enjoy the rural roads and country lanes whilst there is still petrol around and we
can just about afford to buy it!

MG’s on Track Day - Cadwell Park 6th May 2008
It's been a while since I've been at the Club
but I have maintained contact with a few of
the members so I was delighted to receive an
invite from Andy and Jeff to join them on the
last May Bank Holiday at a track day at
Cadwell Park. This was to be the day that this
'Track day virgin' was to be initiated into that
'exclusive club' of 'Petrolheads' who like
nothing better than to unleash their trusty
steeds around a racing circuit. It was a totally
new experience for me as, although I've picked
up a few speeding tickets in my time, I've
never been in a position where one can realize
the full power of an MG.
I was lucky to be in the 'safe hands' of Andy
Schultz and his son Philip with their racing
Midget, Jeff and Tom Reid with their all
powerful V8 and Graham Lockwood with his
track day special MGB - a varied and
interesting array of the 'Art MG'.
We overnighted on Monday at a delightful B
& B in Louth, which I'd certainly recommend
to all, organised for us by Graham. Of course
we had the night before feast at a quite
delightful Indian restaurant in the town and a
few scoops were imbibed - all par for the
course I'm told! This, I felt, was all part of the
pre-track day preparation and most enjoyable
it was too!
The next day dawned beautifully sunny and,
after a very hearty full English breakfast, we
set off for the track which was just a few
miles up the road. The MG flags were flying
and the air was rent by the sound of finely
tuned, or not as the case may be, MG engines
with MGBs', MGFs', along with Andy's Midget,
a few Triumphs and a not inconsiderable
number of Mazda MX5s' all competing to pass
the 105 decibel noise test just so they can get
out on the track for the day. Our little trio all
successfully passed this test, one car, which
will remain nameless, with only 1 decibel to
spare, and the drivers and their ballast
passengers then went to register and of
course 'cough up' for the pleasure ahead.
My excitement was mounting and, although I
felt a little nervous, I was seriously looking
forward to blasting round Cadwell which is a
most varied, interesting and testing circuit.
Now I had a mental picture that all the drivers
would be finely tuned athletic types tightly
wrapped in their flame proof Nomex overalls
with suitably stylish racing helmets but this
image was quickly dashed when I saw that
many were at the older end of the age scale
dressed in jeans and tee-shirts with all their

'lumps and bumps' exposed and clutching
their helmets - Formula 1 it isn't! I felt good at
this as I'm no slim greyhound and I thought
this was good company to be keeping.
Very soon engines were started and the first
session was on. I chose to watch this with a
coffee in hand just to see what would happen
and how things would progress whilst the
first three of our group blasted round. To say
they looked impressive and quick would be
understating it and all of them seemed at
home screaming through the corners at the
limits of their tyres and horsepower, not to
mention their driving skill levels! Jeff's V8 was
beautiful sounding with its 3zillion
horsepower, Graham looked coolly in control
in his smooth handling B whilst Andy's Midget
was buzzing - most impressive! All too soon
they were back in at the end of the first
session eagerly swapping 'war stories' about
hanging their 'tails out' in this bend and the
other and of course all of them could have
gone faster if it wasn't for this back marker or
the other! They obviously enjoyed it and none
of the cars were damaged as of course they
had all driven to the rules and acted like true
MG gentlemen!
An hour passed and the next session was on
and it was to be my pleasure to be a
passenger in Andy's Midget, so donning my
borrowed full face helmet I bravely strapped
in and prepared myself for what was to come.
Now I like a little comfort with my motoring
but this I was not to have in this my first
experience of a track day car!
Minimal/functional would probably be my best
description of the passenger comforts in
Andy's Midget but boy could it go! I hung on
for grim death as I was whisked round
Cadwell with the little Midgets engine flat out
and the tail end attempting to get in front of
us. Thrilling, exciting, engrossing and all too
soon over and it was back to the pits to swap
'war stories'. I can confirm that adrenalin is
definitely coloured brown! But I hadn't
disgraced myself and had managed to retain
my breakfast and there was no need to mop
up after myself! Another hour passed and I
was treated to a ride in Graham's B. This was
to be a totally different ride in that whereas
Andy's Midget got round by hanging it's tail
out in a lot of the corners and was sailing
close to a lot of the safety bails, Graham's B
was 'flatter' through the corners and seemed
more controlled in its progress around the
circuit; however it was Graham who would be
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the only one of the drivers to design a
different route around Cadwell later in the day
with, I'm glad to say, no harm. As I said earlier
the weather on Tuesday turned out hot and
sunny and I'm afraid I hadn't foreseen this and
neglected to bring a hat with me so just as
Graham's session was ending I began to feel a
little 'hickory dick'. No it wasn't the beer and
curry the night before or the full English or
dare I say it Graham's driving. It was my solar
panel head gently frying what little brains I
have and catching a dose of sunstroke - it's
hard to believe you can catch sunstroke in this
country given the recent weather but I
managed it! I passed on the next couple of
sessions and without the others seeing spoke
to God on the big white telephone which
made me feel a little better.
Lunch was called and we were lucky enough
to be treated to an unofficial flying display by
a Dakota from the nearby Battle of Britain
Memorial Flight at Coningsby which was just
up the road a bit. It was a welcome interval
but very soon engines were being fired up for
the afternoon session and I felt OK to place
my life in Tom Reid's hands and have a ride in
Jeff's mighty V8. Unfortunately Jeff's car was
experiencing a bit of a fuel feed problem as it
appeared his fuel pump wasn't up to the job
of delivering sufficient fuel to keep up with his
3zillion horsepower, so I wasn't to be availed
of the full V8 experience - thank God! Jeff's V8
is an awesome piece of machinery and with its
new Toyo Proxie tyres gripped like a limpet
through the corners but as the full power

wasn't on hand it was relatively slow through
the corners. Slow!! If that's slow I'm a 'Dutch
Uncle'! Tom's an enthusiastic track day driver
and clearly wanted me to enjoy the full V8
experience especially as I'm in the process of
doing one myself. Thankfully I'd borrowed an
open face helmet and my 'sunstroke' didn't
bother me at all but my knuckles now know
what the colour white looks like! One final
fling in Andy's Midget and our sessions were
all too soon over and we had to begin striking
camp for the journey home.
Looking back on the day overall I've got to say
it was a great day made all the more
pleasurable by the company I was in. Despite
my 'sunstroke' it was very pleasurable and a
great way to realize the full potential of your
car in a controlled environment. I was blessed
by having the chance to enjoy rides in three
very different MGs' all of which have their
own virtues and styles and all of which give
you a very different driving experience. I
thoroughly enjoyed the day and it was made
all the more pleasurable by the company I was
in - thanks lads!
Would I do it again? You bet ya!! Would I do
it in my car? - probably not! But I'd
recommend this type of day to all who drive
an MG.

Stephen D. Summerfield
Ex Track day virgin!

HELLIFIELD DALES RUN

Sunday 8 June 2008
Start at Hellifield House Social Club
Gisburn Road
Hellifield
50 + miles around the Yorkshire Dales and surrounding area Optional
of shorter final section to the route
Lunch at a modest cost at the above venue.

Coffee available in Hellifield House from 10.00am
Lunch available in Hellifield House from 1.00pm
Please order food at check in

If you would like to take part contact:
Bob Moore 01729 851660
cbwestmoor@hotmail.com
Or let Kevin know.
Route to Hellifield:
1. M65 to Junction 13, take A682 through Barrowford to Gisburn.
2. In Gisburn turn right on to A59 towards Skipton then after 300meters turn left at
mini roundabout on A682 signposted Kendal and Settle.
3. Pass under railway twice the right turn to Hellifield is about 1.8 miles after second
Rail Bridge.
4. Follow road under railway into village. Just before T junction with A65 on your right
is a white building, Hellifield House. Turn into the car park.

Calendar of Events for 2008
Date

Club Event

At

Time

Meet

Tue 27 May

Show Your Car Off

Preston

20.00

Welcome Tavern

Sun 8 Jun

Hellifield Run

Hellifield, Yorkshire

10.00

Hellifield House

Thu 12 Jun

Roger’s Run & Supper

finish Southport

19.15

La Mancha Ristorante
A59 Much Hoole

Sun 22 Jun

North West Motor Show

Southport Victoria Park

09.30

Indian Restaurant
Tarleton

Tue 24 Jun

Treasure Hunt

Preston

19.30

Welcome Tavern

Sat 5 Jul

Lostock Hall Carnival

Lostock Hall

12.00

4 open cars required

Sun 6 Jul

Classic Car Show

Garstang

09.30

Burlington’s, Broughton

Sun 13 Jul

Classic Car Show

Leighton Hall

09.30

Burlington’s, Broughton

Sun 20 Jul

21st Lancs Classic Car Show Hoghton Tower

tba

tba

Sun 27 Jul

NW MG & Triumph Day

Capesthorne Hall

tba

tba

Tue 29 Jul

Auto Test

Schultz Estate

19.00

Stoney Lane

Sun 3 Aug

Northern National

Pateley Bridge

tba

tba

Fri 29 Aug

Cheese & Wine evening

Dorans’ Mansion

20.00

(£5 a head)

Sun 14 Sep

Lancashire Lanes Run

09.30

Stanley House, Mellor

Sat 6 Dec

Annual Dinner

Leyland Golf Club

Classic Car Show

Tatton Park

19.30

Outside Events
Sun 1 June

Cheese and Wine Evening Friday 29th August

Please reserve me ................ places at this event. I enclose cheque for £..................
Name(s)..........................................................................................................................................

Committee, Contacts
& Useful Information
Committee
Chairman

Tony Sharples

Leyland (01772) 495417
Mobile 07950 659470
tony.sharples@blueyonder.co.uk

Secretary

Kevin Doran

Preston (01772) 877285
kevin.doran6@btopenworld.com

Treasurer

Mike Newton

Liverpool (0151) 526 3419
m.s.newton@btinternet.com

Membership

Gordon Mallett

Burnley (01282) 429658
Mobile 07725503888
gordon.mg@btinternet.com

Technical

Andy Schultz

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

Events

Bill Ryding

Preston (01772) 323116
william@wryding.wanadoo.co.uk

Newsletter Editor
Bill Bradshaw

Chorley (01257) 261134
bill.bradshaw@btinternet.com
8 Dale View, Chorley PR7 3QJ

All articles are to be sent to the editor by the 15th of the month. The Newsletter will be
published and posted at the end of each month in time for club night.

Trading Members
Andy Schultz

Cuerden Classics

Preston (01772) 627120
Mobile 07817 173158
andy@pr55xq.freeserve.co.uk

John Ashworth

Accident Repairs etc

Croston (01772) 600964

